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Hidden photoalignment of liquid crystals in the isotropic phase
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We found the effect of a hidden photoalignment of a dye-doped nematic liquid crystal~LC! on a nonpho-
tosensitive polymer surface after polarized irradiation of the cell in the isotropic phase. We observed that
irradiation resulted in a uniform planar orientation of the LC after cooling to the mesophase. The direction of
a light-induced easy axis on the polymer can be either parallel or perpendicular to the polarization of the
incident light, depending on the light intensity. We attribute this behavior to two mechanisms of photoalign-
ment: light-induced adsorption of dye molecules on the substrate, and anisotropic desorption in a previously
adsorbed dye layer. The experimental results on photoalignment of a LC on a thin dye film confirm our model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of light-induced alignment and reorientati
of liquid crystals ~LC’s! have been the subject of intens
research over the last decade because of the astonishin
ence and the extremely promising innovative applicatio
@1–4#. One of the most interesting aspects of photoalignm
is the possibility of producing an easy-orientation axis on
nonphotosensitive surface in a LC cell upon irradiation
polarized laser light. This effect was first observed in ce
filled with dye-doped nematic LC’s@5,6#. Recently, a similar
effect was observed in a cell filled with a pure pentylcyan
biphenyl~5CB! nematic LC@7,8#. The light intensity needed
to align the director of the LC in the dye-doped LC cells w
found to be extremely small; energy densities on the orde
0.1 J/cm2 were sufficient to write both high-resolution holo
graphic gratings@9,10# and binary images@11#. Therefore,
bulk-mediated photoalignment is an extremely promis
tool for optical information storage and processing.

The nature of bulk-mediated photoalignment has not
been finally elucidated, and its microscopic origin is still
subject of open discussion. In Ref.@6# it was proposed tha
the formation of the easy axis was caused by the anisotr
adsorption of dichroic dye methyl red~MR! molecules onto
the illuminated surface during light irradiation~light-induced
adsorption!. This process is most effective for molecules o
ented with their long axes parallel to the light polarizationE.
This results in an anisotropic distribution of the adsorb
molecules; hence in the production of the easy axis para
to E.

The specific LC effects make light-induced anchoring o
dye-doped LC a difficult subject for study in the mesopha
because the direction in which dye molecules adsorb o
surface depends not only on the light polarization but also
the orientation of the director on the surface@6,12#. In the
present work we studied the effect of adsorption-driven p
toalignment in the isotropic phase, where there are no di
tor reorientation effects. The irradiation in the isotrop
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phase with polarized light results in an anisotropic distrib
tion of the adsorbed molecules. This light-induced anis
ropy of the boundary surfaces in hidden in the isotropic st
since the adsorbed layer is thin, but it is visualized in t
mesophase where LC molecules are oriented along the
axis produced by adsorbed molecules.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

The experiments were performed using the nematic
5CM from Merck doped with the azo-dye MR~Aldrich,
weight concentration'0.5%!. This photosensitive mixture
was used to fill a combined parallel-plane cell consisting o
reference and a test glass substrates. 23-mm spacers were
used to control the cell thicknessL. The reference substrat
was covered with a layer of rubbed polyimide that produc
a strong homogeneous planar alignment~i.e., parallel to the
rubbing direction! of the LC. The test surface was coate
with an isotropic non-rubbed layer of fluorinated polyviny
cinnamate~PVCN-F!. Before assembling the cell this laye
was irradiated with unpolarized UV light from a Hg lam
(I 510 mW/cm2) for about 15 min. This irradiation pro
moted a cross linking of the polymer chains that makes
polymer surface rigid, and prevented the polymer from d
solving in the LC.

The resulting empty cell was put in a hot stage
T.Tc ~T'50 °C, Tc534.5 °C) and was filled with the
heated 5CB-MR mixture. The cell was placed normal to
incident Gaussian beam of a He-Cd laser~wavelengthl
50.44mm, powerP,10 mW) ~Fig. 1!. The beam was fo-
cused onto the LC layer from the side of the test surface.
diameterd of the laser beam, measured at half-maximu
intensity in the plane of the cell, was 0.25 mm. The cell w
irradiated at different total light intensities,Ī 54P/pd2, for
different exposure timest. The polarization of the beam,E,
was set at 45° to the rubbing direction in the cell. Aft
exposure the cell was slowly cooled down to the nema
phase at room temperature. The irradiated areas were e
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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ined with a polarizing microscope.
The experiments showed the appearance of planar t

structures in the irradiated areas in the nematic phase. An
sis of the textures revealed that the director on the refere
surface did not change orientation, and the twist struct
was caused by the orientation of the director,d, on the test
surface only. The value and sign of the twist anglew de-
pended on the light intensity and exposure.

We found that a beam with small intensity (Ī
<1 W/cm2) caused the director to rotate away fromE, i.e.,
the twist angle between the initial and light-induced dire
tions of the LC on the test surface,w, was negative all over
the irradiated area. At a given intensity, the absolute valu
anglew increased witht and reached a maximum of abo
30° ~Fig. 2, curve 1!.

The areas irradiated with an intensive beamĪ
>1 W/cm2) revealed ring-structures~Fig. 3!. At the center
part of the areas where the intensity was high, the dire
rotated towardE, whereas the director rotated away fromE
on the periphery where the light intensity was low. The ar
with w.0 andw,0 were separated with a black ring wit
w50. At a given intensity, the amplitude of the anglew
increased with exposure timet in both parts of the ring struc
ture. It reached a maximum value of 45° in the central reg
of the area withw.0, and about230° on the periphery~Fig.
2, curve 2!. The diameter of the areas increased with
increasing beam intensity~Fig. 4!.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup:~1! He-Cd laser,~2! polarizer;~3!
lenses,~4! hot stage with optical window,~5! LC cell, ~6! analyzer,
and ~7! screen or CCD camera connected to the computer.

FIG. 2. Twist anglew vs exposure timet at different intensities.

At small intensities (Ī 50.12 W/cm2), the director in the whole spo
reorients outwardsE @curve 1 representsw(t) in the spot center#. At

high intensities (Ī 59 W/cm2), the director reorients toE in the
spot center~curve 2A), and outwardE in the periphery@curve 2B
representsw(t) at the distance 0.25 mm from the spot center#.
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III. DISCUSSION AND ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The described results show that the irradiation of the c
in the isotropic phase results in a hidden alignment of the
that can be visualized after transition of the LC to the ne
atic phase. The orientation of the LC on the tested surfac
characterized by the axis of easy orientation of the LC,e, and
the anchoring energyW. The direction of the easy axis cor
responds to the minimum of the anisotropic part of surfa
free energy of the LC. The anchoring energy characteri
the energy required for director deviation from the easy a
In the case of a distorted LC the director on the tested sur
d does not coincide with the easy axis because of the b
elasticity of the LC. The larger the anchoring energy the l
the deviation of the director from the easy axis, and in
case of a strong anchoring (WL/K2@1, whereK2 is the twist
elastic constant!, the directions ofd ande coincide@13#.

At Ī <1 W/cm2, d rotates away from theE vector with
increasing exposure, and the anglew approaches230°. This
result can be explained if the light-induced easy axise is
perpendicular toE, and the light-induced anchoring energ
W increases witht. The twist anglew and anchoring energy
W are related as@6#

FIG. 3. The ring-twist structure of the area previously irradiat

in the isotropic state with intensityĪ 58 W/cm2 and exposure time
t51 h. Crossed polarizers, with the polarizer axis parallel to
rubbing direction.

FIG. 4. The spatial distribution of the twist anglew in the
‘‘galo’’ spot after irradiation in isotropic state atT550 °C, at dif-

ferent intensities: Ī 58 W/cm2 ~A!, Ī 52 W/cm2 ~B!, Ī

51.4 W/cm2 ~C!, and Ī 50.8 W/cm2 ~D!. The exposure timet
51 h.
1-2
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W5
K2

L

2w

sin 2~u2w!
, ~1!

whereu is the angle betweene and the direction of rubbing
on the reference surface. Fore perpendicular toE, u545°,
and the maximum valuew530° corresponds to the valu
W'0.3mJ/m2 (L523mm, K253.6 pN).

At Ī >1 W/cm2, d rotates towardE with increasing expo-
sure, and the anglew reaches 45° in the center of the irrad
ated area where the maximum local intensity is. In this c
the easy axise is parallel toE. The anchoring energyW
increases with the exposure, and strong anchoring
achieved. The value ofW depends not only on exposure b
also on the intensity. It results in an expansion of the stro
anchoring region with increasingĪ .

Thus the direction of the light-induced easy axis on
polymer can be either parallel or perpendicular to the po
ization of the incident light, depending on the light intensi
We attribute this behavior to the competition between t
mechanisms of photoalignment: light-induced adsorption
dye molecules on the substrate and anisotropic desorptio
a previously adsorbed dye layer. The intensity dependenc
the director reorientation can be interpreted by the kine
approach@14#. This approach considers deposition of dye
a relaxation process to a stationary state controlled by
sorption and desorption processes, both affected by li
Motion of dye molecules is considered as Brownian dif
sion in the potential field. This field exists near the surfa
due to van der Waals and electrostatic interaction@15#. Spe-
cific liquid-crystalline effects caused by the orientational a
translational order parameter changes may also contribu
this potential. The characteristic time of adsorption bef
illumination ~dark adsorption! is much longer than the char
acteristic time of dye diffusion over the cell, and the ord
parameters increases near the surface. This suggests th
field repulses dye molecules from the surface, and they h
to overcome this barrier to reach the surface.

Due to the short-range character of the field, we can se
rate the thin layer with nonzero potential, and consider
remaining bulk region as a distributed dye source. In t
case, the diffusion equation is reduced to the kinetic eq
tions for the surface concentration of adsorbed dye m
ecules. The properties of the thin layer near the subst
~potential barrier, adsorption, and desorption coefficients! are
the controlling parameters in these equations.

The stationary surface concentration of adsorbed m
eculesĀ on the irradiated substrate and stationary bulk c
centration of dye moleculesC̄ are controlled by the equatio

C̄5C02Ā/L5
b~Ā!

wa~Ā!
, ~2!

where C0 is the initial bulk density of dye molecules,w
5exp$2U/kT% is the Boltzmann factor for surface potenti
U for dye molecules, anda(A) andb(A) are the adsorption
and desorption coefficients, respectively. We assume the
sence of adsorption on the second substrate. This is
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applicable in the case where the change of bulk concen
tion due to dark adsorption on the second substrate is ne
gibly small.

The dependencies ofa and b on A are significant, and
should be taken into account. WhenA is small, almost all
dye molecules are adsorbed on the bare substrate with
corresponding adsorption coefficienta0 . When A becomes
large, additional dye molecules are adsorbed on the s
strate, which has been already covered with the thick
sorbed dye layer, and the adsorption coefficient has ano
valuea` . We approximatea(A) as

a~A!5a`1~a02a`!exp$2sA%, ~3!

wheres is a fitting parameter of the order of area per o
molecule. For desorption we use a similar approximati
taking into account that there is no desorption from the b
substrate,

b~A!5b`@12exp$2hA%#, ~4!

whereh is another fitting parameter of the same order ass.
Light irradiation may affect the dye adsorption and deso
tion processes through the following mechanisms.

~1! The nonradiative relaxation of the dye excitation rig
after light absorption results in the local heating of the L
region in the vicinity of the absorbing molecules@16,17#. In
addition, reverting to the ground state, dye molecules m
change their geometry~trans-cis isomerization!. Both effects
can decrease the potential barrier near the surface and ch
the Boltzmann factor as

wlight5wdarkexp~DnI !, ~5!

whereDn is a coefficient of proportionality, andwdark is the
Boltzmann factor without light irradiation.

~2! Light absorption by bulk dye molecules, which a
close to the substrate, stimulates the adsorption proce
This mechanism affects only the absorbing molecules and
neighbors. Therefore, the light-induced changes of the
sorption and desorption coefficients should be proportio
to the intensityI:

a light~A!5adark~A!~11DaI !. ~6!

~3! Light absorption by dye molecules from the adsorb
layer increases the desorption coefficient the same way:

b light~A!5bdark~A!~11DbI !. ~7!

adark(A) and bdark(A) in Eqs. ~6! and ~7! are the dark ad-
sorption and desorption coefficients, respectively.

The competition between light-induced effects in adso
tion ~first two mechanisms! and desorption~the third one!
results in the different stationary surface concentration
adsorbed moleculesĀlight at different irradiation intensity
~Fig. 5!. If the light-induced adsorption dominates (D5Dn
1Da2Db.0), irradiation would increase the thickness
the adsorbed layer~curve 1,DĀ5Ālight2Ādark.0, Ādark is
the stationary concentration of adsorbed molecules with
irradiation!. If the light-induced desorption is strong enoug
1-3
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(D,0), irradiation would either decrease the thickness

the adsorbed layer for all values of the intensity (DĀ,0,

curve 2!, or lead to an alternating behavior ofDĀ(I ): DĀ
would be negative for smallI and become positive for larg
I ~curve 3!.

The presented kinetic model allows us to explain the
served light-induced hidden phoalignment in the isotro
phase. After filling the cell, a layer of adsorbed MR mo
ecules with axially symmetric orientation~dark adsorbed MR
layer! grows over the PVCN-F surface. The adsorption a
desorption processes determine an equilibrium thicknes
this layer. Light action changes this equilibrium thickne
and violates the axial symmetry. Because of strong abs
tion dichroism the dye molecules participating in the ligh
induced adsorption and desorption processes are pred
nantly oriented along the light polarizationE. Therefore,
light-induced desorption decreases the density of adso
molecules parallel toE, and orients the easy axes perpe
dicular toE. At the same time, light-induced adsorption i
creases the density of adsorbed molecules parallel toE, and
orients the easy axes parallel toE. Thus a positive light-
induced effect in the thickness of the adsorbed layer (DĀ
.0) produces a director reorientation towardE and a nega-
tive DĀ leads to a director reorientation outward towardE.

To show the important role of desorption and to prove
possibility of producing an easy axis in the dark adsorb
MR layer, we carried out the following experiment. A dilu
solution of MR~weight concentrationn50.05%, 0.01% and
0.005%! in isopropyl alcohol~IPA! was spin coated on a
glass substrate covered with PVCN-F. This PVCN-F w
irradiated with unpolarized UV light, and heated atT
580 °C for 30 min. The resulting thin MR-film~thickness
between 60 and 200 nm, depending on the MR concentra
in the IPA! modeled the layer of MR molecules dar
adsorbed over the PVCN-F surface in the LC cell. Then
MR film was irradiated with polarized light from an Ar1

laser. The irradiation did not change the shape of the abs
tion band but just decreased its amplitude~Fig. 6!. This find-

FIG. 5. Dependence of light-induced additional concentration

adsorbed moleculesDĀ on light intensity I: ~A! Dn50.1, Da
50.4, Db50.2; ~B! Dn50.1, Da50.1, Db50.5; and ~C! Dn
50.2, Da50.5, Db51. Dark absorption parameters a

@bdark(Ā)/C0adark(Ā)#5231023, andwdark5exp(26).
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ing suggests that light irradiation causes evaporation of
molecules from the surface.

We assembled the combined cell so that the angle
tween the rubbing direction on the reference surface
light polarization during exposure was 45°, and then
filled this cell with pure 5 CB in the isotropic state. W
observed twist structures in the illuminated areas in the n
atic phase. Unlike the previous experiments with the ce
filled before irradiation~Fig. 7!, the light-induced easy axis
was always found to be perpendicular toE in this case. This
result confirms our model because the light-induced ads
tion is absent in this experiment, and light-induced evapo
tion corresponds to the light induced desorption in the fil
cell.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We found the effect of hidden photoalignment of a dy
doped nematic LC on nonphotosensitive polymer surfa
after polarized irradiation of the cell in the isotropic phas
The results of our experiments can be explained by assum
that after the filling of the cell, a layer of adsorbed M
molecules grows over the PVCN-F surface. Subsequent
diation of the cell with polarized light results in the develo
ment of an anisotropy axis in the adsorbed MR layer beca

f FIG. 6. Dependence of the absorption spectrum of the MR la
on exposure timet: original, t50 ~A!; t510 min ~B!; t530 min
~C!; t5150 min ~D!; and t5210 min ~E!. The concentration of the
dye solution isn50.005%.

FIG. 7. Twist anglew vs exposure timet; the MR film was spin
coated from solutions of MR in the IPA with different concentr
tions n: n50.05% ~A!, 0.01%~B!, and 0.005%~C!.
1-4
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of light-induced desorption of dark-adsorbed MR molecu
and light-induced adsorption of MR molecules located in
vicinity of the surface. The first process leads to the form
tion of the easy axis being perpendicular to the polarizat
of the incident light, while the second process forms the e
axis parallel to the light polarization. Which of the two pr
cesses control the final orientation of the easy axis depe
on the intensity of the incident light. At low intensities ligh
induced anisotropy in the adsorbed MR layer preva
whereas at high intensities light-induced adsorption do
nates.

This light-induced anisotropy of the boundary surfaces
hidden in an isotropic state, since the adsorbed layer is t
but it is visualized in the mesophase where LC molecules
oriented along an easy axis given by adsorbed molecu
tlin
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We believe that the dye adsorption and desorption proce
also control the photoalignment in LC’s during irradiation
the nematic phase.
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